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30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE!
The promotional products industry is one of the most wide-reaching in the business world. There are
literally thousands of products that find their way into the hands of millions of consumers in the
United States. We are experts in product development, and will design assist you in the optional
design concepts to improve quality and minimize cost.

GO EAST is your connection
to Factory Direct Pricing on
promotional products.
Brand Identification Solutions
Go East understands the importance of your brand’s consistency. As a result, we have a strategic product base that offers
our customers a one-stop-shop for finding the right trims or embellishments to brand your products.
We are a factory direct, full service trim provider of woven labels, printed labels, hang tags, stickers, patches, buttons and
rivets with competitive pricing and expert level of knowledge in the area of focus. We offer inventory management and
fulfillment services in the USA and overseas.
With our exceptional service we add value to your bottom line!

83 Vermont Ave
Warwick, RI 02888
401-808-8004

They key services we provide at Go East are:
Sourcing

Logistics

Financing

Design & Prototyping

While sourcing products from overseas suppliers is now standard practice at most large U.S. corporations, for many
other companies, inexperience in this area leads to problems, mistakes and frustration with the outsourcing
process. Our experience providing custom fulfillment solutions means you have more time to focus on marketing
your business. Let our experts guide you through the process and help find your best solution.
We act as your sourcing agent, supervising all aspects of ordering, manufacturing, quality checking and shipping, or
we assist your staff throughout these processes. Our goal is to make our customers more competitive in
their respective markets by providing a new, lower cost option for promotional products.
With on-site, secure warehousing Go
East Promotions can accommodate
your growing business needs. We will
store your products easily and
securely, and guarantee to have it
readily available when you need it.
With Go East Promotion’s first-rate fulfillment services,
we help you eliminate the complex and expensive
process of outsourcing to multiple suppliers. Our
GLOBAL fulfillment capabilities include custom program
design and outsourcing with an attention to detail that
only comes from years of experience.
Go East has the highest quality, lowest cost producers in
the world.

Experience the GO EAST Advantage!
83 Vermont Ave
Warwick, RI 02888
401-808-8004

